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Abstract—In this work, we present a time efficient solution to
the initial beam alignment/acquisition of a hybrid beamforming
millimeter wave communication system. Our proposal is based
on adding a frequency dependent beamforming device at the
transmitter which is capable of simultaneously testing all spatial
angles and, therefore, any set of possible beamformers from
an analog codebook. Such a device employed outperforms any
kind of consecutive beamformer testing, e.g., exhaustive search,
in terms of testing overhead and receive power loss after
beamforming. To further increase the time efficiency, a variable
length testing technique in combination with the frequency
dependent beamformer is described, which is adaptive to any
signal to noise ratio or varying channel condition. Especially
in the low signal to noise ratio regime, an overall speed-up
can be achieved. The described radar-like solution to the initial
beam alignment problem may act as an enabler for mmWave
communication in fast-varying and challenging environments.

I. INTRODUCTION

A never ending demand for higher data rates in the order
of 100Gbit s−1 for various applications in the field of self-
driving cars, virtual reality, or augmented reality [1], [2] can
only be satisfied by enabling data communication at frequencies
in the millimeter wavelength (mmWave) regime and above,
where large chunks of unlicensed bandwidth are available.
Unfortunately, communications at these frequencies suffer from
large path losses which need to be compensated. Therefore,
highly directional antenna arrays at the transmitter and/or
receiver side are employed. However, directional antenna arrays
on both ends, at user equipment (UE) and base station (BS),
need to be aligned such that receive powers are maximized and
energy and/or data can successfully be transmitted. Challenges
like a short coherence time due to movement of transmit-
ters/receivers/scatterers, e.g., persons or vehicles in the environ-
ment [1], demand a time-efficient beam alignment procedure
to enable mmWave communication. Implementing beamform-
ing digitally is often intractable, due to increased hardware
complexity (larger number of radio-frequency (RF) chains) and
increased signalling overhead for estimating a high-dimensional
channel state matrix. Therefore, we propose a hybrid beamform-
ing system with a focus on the analog beam alignment in this
work. In such a system, a distinct set of analog beamformers
from a given codebook is tested. Suitable beamformer pairs are
found by iterating through the complete codebook and testing
each pair for maximum beamforming gain or receive power.

A common method which tests all beamformers consecu-
tively is called exhaustive search (ES) and can be seen as a brute
force approach that is guaranteed to find the optimal solution to
the underlying problem [3]. However, this is very ineffective as

it wastes a lot of time on testing non-promising beam patterns.
Moreover, exhaustive search used in downlink beam-training of-
ten inherently assumes some kind of frame/time synchronization
prior to beam alignment, which is often neglected in literature,
but needs to be established [4]. On first glance, the results in [4],
[5] seem to relax the requirement for accurate time synchro-
nization, using uplink beam training, where each UE transmits
a unique sequence during a random access phase which are
then received and filtered by the BS. However, in this approach
a BS needs to distinguish between several UEs solely based
on their pilot sequences and test beamformers to maximize the
receive power sequence per UE. Orchestrating several users
and enhancing such a scheme to handle multi-user scenarios
is limited by pilot sequence design and finding sequences with
good auto/cross correlation properties. Otherwise separation of
all UEs in code/time/frequency and/or space might fail.

In contrast, we would like to stress the fact that our
proposed frequency dependent beamforming (FDB) is perfectly
suitable for downlink training and does not rely on prior time
synchronization between UEs and BS at all. In this work,
every UE can listen to the pilot signal broadcast of the BS
and decide on the best beamformer to be used. FDB, which is
referred to as frequency scanning arrays [6], can outperform
state-of-the art exhaustive search techniques such as [3],
[7]. One might argue that FDB just trades time-resources for
frequency-resources to test all possible directions. However, in
mmWave communications (and above) we can typically assume
a frequency flat channel [8] and, therefore, testing beamformers
at only a fraction of available the system bandwidth is sufficient.
Improvements w.r.t. shorter beam alignment phases, as proposed
in this work, are vital to pave the road towards multi-gigabit
links at sub-terahertz frequencies. Especially given that the
number of beams will be very large at high carrier frequencies,
due to the large number of antenna elements required to
compensate the small area efficiency per antenna element.

Our prior investigations were limited to line-of-sight (LOS)
scenarios and are in this work extended to multi-path channels
[8]. Furthermore, we improve on the variable length testing [3]
procedure and propose a downlink single-carrier training
scheme, which is fully capable of testing an analog orthogonal
codebook and does not use an orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) solution as in [7], [9].

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We assume downlink transmission from a BS with a uniform
linear array (ULA) of M antenna elements. For simplicity, we
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assume single-antenna UEs. Nevertheless, our results are not
limited to single-antenna UEs and are extendable to antenna
arrays on both sides. In the transmission environment, we
assume a few scatterers l ∈ 1, . . . , L modelled according to the
mmWave channel model in [8], where each scatterer is defined
by three parameters: 1) αl - the attenuation/path gain, 2) ϕl -
the angle of departure (AoD), and 3) τl - the random time delay
between BS and UE. Therefore, any received bandpass signal is
a superposition of delayed copies of an up-converted baseband
signal s (t). To be specific, the wideband bandpass pilot
signal sBP (t− τm,l) = Re{sBB (t− τm,l) e

2jπfc(t−τm,l)}
is delayed by τm,l which captures the timing delay between
antenna element m and the UE for path l. Thus, we can define
the following input-output relation in the bandpass regime
rBP
l (t) =

∑M−1
m=0 sBP (t− τm,l) for the contribution of path

l and after down-conversion to baseband we obtain

rl (t) = αl

M−1∑
m=0

s (t− τm,l) e
−j2πfcτm,l , (1)

with carrier frequency fc. Assuming a stationary process,
where the pilot sequence s (t) is periodically repeated and
received by the UE, Fourier transformation yields the following
description in frequency domain

Rl (f) = αlS (f)

M−1∑
m=0

e−j2π(fc+f)τm,l . (2)

Each mth timing delay τm,l can be split into three parts

τm,l = τpm,l + τsm + τl, (3)

where τpm,l is an element of the propagation delay vector

τ p
l =

([
0 . . . M − 1

]
− M − 1

2

)
d

c
sinϕl, (4)

corresponding to the AoD ϕl w.r.t. to the phase center of the
ULA with antenna element spacing d and c being the speed
of light. The timing delays τsm from vector τ s can be chosen
freely, and model the true time delay of the beamforming
at each antenna element m of the ULA. Last, the random
time-of-arrival/flight delay τl specifies the delay between
phase center of the BS antenna array and single antenna UE.

To achieve optimal energy transfer and, thus, perfect beam
alignment, one needs to compensate the timing offsets in (4) by
equalizing/delaying the pilot signal s(t) per antenna element
with adequate selection of τsm. However, in hybrid beamforming
the analog codebook is limited to a discrete set of predefined
true time delays. As in [10], [11], we use true time delay
steering vectors τ s

q = q
Mfc

[0, . . . ,M − 1]T of size M , where
the complete set of q ∈ 0, . . . ,M − 1 vectors forms a matrix

Forth
TTD =

1

fcM


0
1
...

M − 1

 [0 1 . . . M − 1
]
. (5)

and creates an orthogonal analog beamformer codebook.
Implementations in hardware for such an orthogonal codebook
can be found in [12], [10], [11].

A. Exhaustive Search

Testing each beamformer q ∈ [0, ...,M − 1] of the analog
codebook (5) one after the other is referred to as Exhaustive
Search. By selecting the mth element of column q in Forth

TTD,
we redefine the overall timing delay per path l and antenna
element m as

τES
m,l = {τ p

l }m + {Forth
TTD}m,q + τl, (6)

where τl is the random time delay.
We make the narrowband assumption for the ULA as

described in more detail in [13]: as long as the transit time of a
planar wave traveling along the array is shorter than the Nyquist
sampling interval Ts = 1/fb, where fb is the signal bandwidth,
max{τ p

l } ≪ Ts, and max{{Forth
TTD}q} ≪ Ts, we can use the

following approximation for the receive signal under beam q:

rES
l,q (t) ≈ αl

M−1∑
m=0

s (t− τl) e
−j2πfcτ

ES
m,l (7)

Replacing the sum of exponentials with the inner product
between the array propagation vector corresponding to angle ϕl

aHp (ϕl) =
[
ej2πfc

M−1
2

d
c sinϕl . . . e−j2πfc

M−1
2

d
c sinϕl

]
(8)

and the array steering vector

aES
s,q =

[
e−j2πq(0)/M . . . e−j2πq(M−1)/M

]T
, (9)

we end up with

rES
l,q (t) = αls (t− τl) e

−j2πfcτlaHp (ϕl)a
ES
s,q , (10)

which is

RES
l,q (f) = αlS (f) e−j2π(fc+f)τlaHp (ϕl)a

ES
s,q (11)

in frequency domain. The well-known beam patterns of an
orthogonal codebook for a ULA are obtained by multiplying
aHp (ϕ)aES

s,q with ϕ = [−π/2, π/2] and are shown in Fig. 1
for M = 4 orthogonal beams.

Sampling rES
l,q (t) according to the Nyquist sampling

theorem kTs = k/fb and adding complex Gaussian random
noise samples z [k], we obtain the noisy sampled output
signals per beamformer q and sample k

yES
q [k] := yES

q (kTs) =
∑
l

rES
l,q [k] + z [k] . (12)

B. Frequency Dependent Beamforming

Instead of generating a discrete set of frequency independent
beam patterns under the narrowband assumptions using the
delays in (5), we now intentionally violate this assumption
to create frequency dependent beams [9], [14]. This can be
achieved by delaying the signal at antenna m of the transmit
array by an integer multiple of the reciprocal of the signal
bandwidth (i.e. the sampling interval Ts). Analogously, we
redefine τm,l for FDB such that

τFDB
m,l = {τ p

l }m +mTs + τl. (13)
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Fig. 1: Orthogonal beam patterns of ULA with M = 4, with
fc = 100GHz, fb = 1GHz

Due to the large value of the time shift mTs we cannot neglect
it in s

(
t− τFDB

m,l

)
. However, the smaller propagation delays

with maximum value of max{τ p
l } ≪ Ts, can be neglected

and we approximate the receive signal for path l as

rFDB
l (t) ≈ αl

M−1∑
m=0

s (t−mTs− τl) e
−j2πfcτ

FDB
m,l (14)

or in frequency domain

RFDB
l (f) ≈αlS (f)

M−1∑
m=0

e−j2πf(mTs+τl)e−2jπfcτ
FDB
m,l .(15)

Replacing the sum with the inner product between array propa-
gation vector (8) and frequency dependent array steering vector

aFDB
s (f)= [e−j2π(f+fc)0Ts . . . e−j2π(f+fc)(M−1)Ts ]

T
(16)

we end up with the following spectrum for the received signal
for path l

RFDB
l (f)=αlS (f) e−j2π(f+fc)τlaHp (ϕ)aFDB

s (f) .(17)

Sampling the spectrum RFDB
l (f) equidistantly with kfs,

where fs = fb/K
FDB being the frequency resolution or funda-

mental frequency, and adding complex Gaussian noise samples
Z [k], we obtain the discrete representation of the spectrum

Y FDB [k] := Y FDB (kfs) =
∑
l

RFDB
l [k] + Z [k] (18)

based on noisy observations of rFDB
l (t), where

RFDB
l [k] := αlS (kfs) e

−j2π(kfs+fc)τl (19)
× aHp (ϕ)aFDB

s (kfs)

and KFDB is the total number of used sampled frequencies.
A corresponding time-domain representation can be found

by taking the inverse Fourier transform rFDB
l (t) =

F−1{RFDB
l (f)} of (17) or in the discrete case the discrete

inverse Fourier transform of RFDB
l [k].

III. BEAM ALIGNMENT - FIXED LENGTH TESTING

We start the discussion about time-efficiency by explaining
the beam alignment for a fixed length scenario. Fixed length
testing means that a total number of samples is predefined
and after collecting N samples, we decide in favor of the
best beamformer from the analog codebook. Typically, N is
designed for a given average expected SNR for all possible
UEs in the field and, therefore, leads to suboptimal results
for varying SNR values.

A. Exhaustive Search

As mentioned earlier, exhaustive search selects beamformer
q and compares its receive power to all other |Q| − 1
beamformers in the analog codebook.

The detection method is based on cross-correlating the
receive signal with the known sampled pilot sequence s [k]

x̂ES
q [k] =

KES−1∑
u=0

s∗ [u] yES
q [u+ k] (20)

for all possible shifts u of the cyclically repeated pilot signal.
The length of the pilot sequence is KES = TES/Ts with
TES being its period length. Summing up all magnitudes of(∑

k |x̂ES
q [k] |2

) 1
2 , its maximum

q̂max = argmax
q∈Q

√∑
k

∣∣x̂ES
q [k]

∣∣2 (21)

defines the estimated beamformer to use after testing.
Replacing yES

q [k] in (20) with the noise-free observation∑
l r

ES
l,q [k] and adapting (21) accordingly, we obtain xES

q

and the optimal qmax. With xES
q and the optimal qmax, our

performance measure is defined as the relative average loss of
receive power, i.e., the ratio of receive power of the estimated
maximum beamformer and the receive power of the noise-free
maximum beamformer

l̄ = 1− E


√√√√(∑k |xES

q̂max
[k]|2

)
(∑

k |xES
qmax

[k]|2
)
 . (22)

This approach needs at least |Q|KES samples and lasts
|Q|TES to decide for the best beamformer. So for a total
number of observations N , the maximum pilot sequence
length for exhaustive search to test all beamformers with the
same number of observations is KES = N/M = N/|Q|.

B. Frequency Dependent Beamforming

From [15], we know that frequency dependent beamforming
excites all AoDs simultaneously and each AoD is addressed by
a certain frequency f of the total bandwidth. An OFDM-based
pilot symbol with subcarrier frequencies [7], [9] exciting the
spatial beam patterns (5) can test the complete analog codebook
simultaneously in the frequency domain. However, repeating a
linear chirp with period length MTs, where we set KFDB =
M so that the spectral representation of the receive signal has
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the smallest possible value to determine the best beamformer
in the codebook of (5) with lowest computation effort.

Such a periodic time domain signal is best explained by
starting from the frequency domain representation, where all
k ∈

[
−KFDB

2 , . . . , KFDB

2 − 1
]

discrete frequency samples
(18), define the spectrum of the discrete receive signal

YFDB =
∑
l

αla
H
p (ϕl)ADlS+ Z (23)

of size 1×KFDB . Here,

A=
[
aFDB
s

(
−KFDB

2 fs

)
. . . aFDB

s

((
KFDB

2 −1
)
fs

)]
(24)

is the frequency dependent array steering matrix of size
M ×KFDB . The diagonal matrix

Dl=


e
−j2π

(
−KFDB

2 fs+fc
)
τl . . . 0

...
. . .

...

0 . . . e
−j2π

((
KFDB

2 −1
)
fs+fc

)

(25)

of size KFDB ×KFDB represents the random timing offset
between BS and UE at the frequencies of interest, and the
matrix of size KFDB ×KFDB

S =


S
(
−KFDB

2 fs

)
. . . 0

...
. . .

...

0 . . . S
((

KFDB

2 − 1
)
fs

)
 (26)

represents the spectrum of the pilot signal at the same
frequencies. Finally, Z is a vector of random complex
Gaussian noise samples of size 1×KFDB .

The corresponding periodically repeated discrete time
domain representation is obtained by taking the inverse
discrete Fourier Transform (iDFT). Therefore, we multiply
(23) with iDFT-matrix DH of size KFDB × KFDB from
the right. This sequence is then repeated N/KFDB times to
match the total amount of observations as for the exhaustive
search, and we obtain the vector

yFDB = xFDBS̃+ z =
∑
l

αla
H
p (ϕl)ADlS̃+ z (27)

with S̃ =
[
SDH , . . . ,SDH

]
of size KFDB ×N , where SDH

of size KFDB×KFDB corresponds to one period of the train-
ing signal in time domain. The complex Gaussian random vector
z of length N collects all time domain noise samples. Recalling
that if we chose fs =

fb
K , we equidistantly sample the spectrum

and, thereby, probe with similar spatial beamformers at the
same mainlobe directions as those in (5). In Fig. 2, the effect
of repeating the matched pilot sequence of length KFDB = M
is shown. First, one can see that by repeating S, a discrete
set of frequencies excites the FDB device and a distinct set
of beamformers in the spatial domain are probed. Second, the
repetition leads to an increase of receive power by N/KFDB .

Starting from here, the best beamformer can be found
by projecting the receive signal yFDB onto the orthogonal
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Fig. 2: (Virtual) codebook of beam patterns using FDB for
M = 4, KFDB = 4, fc = 100GHz, and fb = 1GHz after
receiving 8 times repeated pilot sequence N = 32 samples

beamforming codebook (5). This is done by first calculating
the least-squares solution and power of the estimated values

x̂FDB = yFDBS̃H
(
S̃S̃H

)−1

. (28)

The entry in x̂FDB with maximum power, determines which
beamformer from the orthogonal codebook should be chosen

q̂FDB
max = argmax

∣∣x̂FDB
∣∣2 . (29)

Again, if we replace the noisy samples in (28) with the
noise-free receive signals, we obtain the optimal noise-free
solution using the least-squares approach. Choosing the
sampling points kfs such that A matches e−j2πForth

TTD , the
diagonal matrix Dl in (27) can be neglected for a single
path channel as we are only interested in the absolute values.
However, for multi-path scenarios with a significant second
(or even third) scattering cluster in the environment, this least-
squares detection method could lead to ambiguities and wrong
decisions for the optimal beam. The phase term entries in Dl

and large αl lead to constructive or destructive superposition
in x̂FDB by summation of all paths l where the delays of the
paths are counted modulo KFDB . In the simulation results
in Sec. V, a closer look is taken at this problem.

The estimated index q̂FDB
max of the best beam is used to

evaluate l̄ for frequency dependent beamforming and by
updating the nominator in (22), we obtain a performance
measure for this scheme.

IV. BEAM ALIGNMENT - VARIABLE LENGTH TESTING

The benefits of variable length testing are mainly given
by the possibility to adapt to varying channel conditions and
stopping early on favorable SNR conditions. On average,
less samples are needed to achieve similar error criterion or
relative power losses l̄ [3].
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A. Exhaustive Search

Based on (20), we can define a variable length testing
scheme closely following [16]. For this, we multiply the receive
vector yES

q = [yES
q [0], ..., yES

q [n − 1]] with the conjugated
complex pilot sequence s∗[k] with all possible cyclical shifts
u ∈ [0, ...KES − 1] of length n. For each shift u, we store
the cross-correlation value in x̂ES

q , which will be used to
estimate the time-shift û by a simple max-comparison operation.
Moreover, we are able to estimate the noise samples ẑ and,
thus, also the noise-variance σ̂2

z . The estimated maximum entry
of x̂ES

q and the estimated noise variance σ̂2
z , defines a variable

length generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) [16], [3]

γq[n] = n log

(
1 +

∣∣x̂ES
q [û]

∣∣2
σ̂2
z

)
, (30)

evaluated repeatedly for increasing sequence length n. For
each beamformer q ∈ |Q|, we test γq[n] against a termination
threshold using the inequality γq[n] ≶ γterm = [Q−1(PFA

2 )]2,
where PFA has the meaning of a probability of false-alarm.
The first beamformer q̂max or hypothesis, which surpasses
the threshold stops the test and is chosen as best estimated
beamformer. This selected estimated beamformer is used to
calculate the l̄ value following (22).

B. Frequency Dependent Beamforming

In this section, we extend the approach given in [3]. Instead
of estimating the noise variance and applying the GLRT
as in [3], we apply the technique given in [17, Theorem
9.1]. The system model in (23) (or (27)), is a linear system
model where S (or S̃) is a known observation matrix and
Z (or z) a complex Gaussian noise vector with CN (0, σ2

zI).
We further define yFDB

n = [yFDB [0], ..., yFDB [n − 1]]
and Gn = S̃H

n S̃n, to derive an estimate at time instant n,

x̂FDB
n = yFDB

n S̃H
n

(
S̃nS̃

H
n

)−1

. All this allows us to adapt
the GLRT for the classical linear model [17, Theorem 9.1],
and a hypothesis testing problem is obtained from the metric

Tm(yFDB
n )=

∣∣∣{x̂FDB
n

∣∣∣2}∗m{G−1
n }m,m

∣∣∣{x̂FDB
n

∣∣∣2}m
yFDB
n

H
(
I− S̃nG

−1
n S̃H

n

)
yFDB
n

.(31)

Its value is checked against a threshold using
(n−M)Tm(yFDB

n ) ≶ γFDB [n]. The length dependent thresh-
old γFDB [n] = {QF (1− PFA, n−M)}−1 is defined as the
inverse of an F distribution parameterized by the specified proba-
bility of false alarm PFA, the current number of samples n, and
the total number of beamformers M or hypotheses. The beam-
former maxm (n−M)Tm(yFDB

n ) which surpasses γFDB [n]
first is selected. Following (22), we can derive the performance
metric l̄ for the frequency dependent variable length testing
scheme. In contrast to [3], the results in (31) jointly calculate
the decision criterion and take all the observations into account
to estimate the threshold for each beamformer Tm(yFDB

n ).

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Before we discuss the time efficiency of the proposed fre-
quency dependent beamforming scheme, we need to define the
simulation setup. The mmWave channel is assumed to be con-
stant during the coherence time and each path is modeled by Ri-
cian fading [8] with path gain αl ∼ √

ρl

(√
ηl

1+ηl
+ 1√

1+ηl
ϵl

)
,

where ηl is the Rician coefficient and ϵl ∼ CN (0, 1). We as-
sume L = 3 paths, where (ρ1 = 1, η1 = 100),(ρ2 = 0.1, η2 =
10), and (ρ3 = 0.1, η3 = 0), which leads to a scenario where
the dominant/line-of-sight path arrives with around 10 dB larger
receive power at the UE. The AoD for each path is uniformly
distributed as ϕl ∼ U [−π

2 ,+
π
2 ] as well as the time of flight be-

ing a continuous random variable τl ∼ U [0, NTs]. In case τl is
larger than the length of period of the pilot sequence, a modulo
KTs operation is used which maps back τl onto the periodic se-
quence length. For single-path evaluation, we simply ignore the
contributions of α2 and α3. Furthermore, the antenna element
distance is set to d = c

2fc
for carrier frequency fc = 100GHz

and a linear chirp signal with bandwidth fb = 1GHz is trans-
mitted. We fix KES = 50, meaning that each beamformer in
exhaustive search is tested with 50 training samples. This leads
to a total of N = MKES observations. Frequency dependent
beamforming uses a pilot sequence length of KFDB = M and
repeats the sequence N/KFDB times. The SNR is defined as
the expected value of the ratio of the receive power selecting
the optimal analog beamformer qmax over the noise power.

For the evaluation of the variable length testing procedure,
we design a linear chirp pilot sequence of length KES = 255
for ES which makes in total a maximum number of samples
Nmax = MKES and for FDB we repeat a KFDB = M
pilot sequence until Nmax samples are obtained. However, the
actual amount of observations Nvl is the expected value of the
random variable E[n]. Our stopping criterion is derived from the
probability of false alarm set to PFA = 10−4 for ES and FDB
achieving l̄ values in the regime of 10−2 for SNR values around
0 dB and L = 1. To obtain reliable noise variance estimates σ̂z

2

in (30), we allow a decision after receiving at least Nmin = 10
samples in the ES case and after KFDB = M samples in the
FDB case. Finding the set of parameters KES , PFA, Nmax,
and Nmin to achieve l̄ values for ES and FDB variable length
testing was done by a brute-force trial and error method.

Figure 3 depicts the performance of fixed length testing using
a true time delay FDB in line of sight only with L = 1 and for
multi path with L = 3. For L = 1, FDB outperforms ES w.r.t.
l̄ values over the complete SNR domain as well as for L = 3
below SNR of 1 dB. From Fig. 3, we can derive the previously
mentioned detrimental effect of FDB performance in multi-path
scenarios L = 3. As we test with a regular ULA, the beamwidth
is defined by the number of its antenna elements M . The likeli-
hood of addressing more than one scatterer for wider beamwidth
is increased and, thus, destructive interference in the receive
power spectrum may occur more often. Moreover, the FDB
scheme uses a repeated pilot sequence of length KFDB = M .
Because of that, M dictates how many different path delays can
be resolved in the discrete time domain, where larger M leads
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Fig. 3: Comparison of ES and FDB: l̄ as function of SNR for
fixed length test; above single path L = 1 and below multi path
L = 3 for fc = 100GHz, fb = 1GHz, and KES = 50 with
N = MKES total number of observation for M = [16, 32, 64]

to less timing collisions within the periodically repeated receive
sequence. So by increasing the number of antenna elements
M , smaller l̄ can be achieved and eventually the performance
gap to the ES scheme or single-path case L = 1 is closed.

In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, we present the results for the variable
length test parameterized by PFA = 10−4 and KES = 255
achieving l̄ of approximately 10−2. We can derive that FDB
achieves the targeted l̄ over a wide SNR range, whereas ES
violates it in the lower regime for SNR ≤ −5 dB but slightly
overperforms in the higher SNR regime. Larger l̄ values at
low SNR can be explained as Nmax = 255 per beamformer
samples are not sufficient to detect the optimal beam. As the
parameters PFA and KES are defined to achieve an l̄ ≈ 10−2 at
around 0 dB, these adversarial effects in higher SNR and lower
SNR regime need to happen. Adaptivity over a wider range of
SNR is therefore only achieved by using FDB over ES [16],
as every sample collected at the receiver helps detecting the
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Fig. 4: Comparison of ES and FDB: l̄ as function of SNR for
variable length test; above single path L = 1 and below multi
path L = 3 for fc = 100GHz, fb = 1GHz, and Nmax = 255
for M = [16, 32, 64]

correct beamformer. Lastly, from Fig. 5, we present the number
of samples to achieve l̄ in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. With this,
the following two observations can be made: First, variable
length testing outperforms fixed length testing, especially in
the higher SNR regime in terms of l̄ using minimum amount
of observations. Second, FDB hereby can further improve the
time efficiency in combination with variable length testing. For
example, at SNR ≈ 5 dB, we obtain equal l̄ values for L = 1,
but FDB needs less than half of the samples. Summing up,
whenever we can expect to operate in scenarios with a dominant
LOS path, the FDB method may be preferred over ES.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we describe frequency dependent beamforming
and its time-efficiency w.r.t. exhaustive search for testing an
orthogonal codebook. The proposed beamforming technique
assume a BS operating in downlink beam training without
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Fig. 5: Comparison of ES and FDB: number of expected
variable length E[n] and fixed length observations N with
fc = 100GHz, fb = 1GHz, Nmax = 255 and KES = 50 for
M = [16, 32, 64]

any prior time/frame synchronization. All UEs are able to
listen to such a repeated broadcast pilot signal and decide
on a favorable beamformer from a given analog codebook
solely based on the receive spectrum. In general, this scheme
performs best in sparse scattering environments which occur
in mmWave communications.

For single-path scenarios, FDB outperforms the brute foce
method of exhaustive search over the complete SNR range for
fixed as well as variable length tests. For multi-path scenarios,
FDB may suffer due to the superposition of all paths in the
spectrum leading to constructive and/or destructive interference.
This effect is negatively correlated to the beamwidth of the
beamformers under test and therefore depends on the number
of antenna elements of the ULA. However, for both scenarios,
multi-path and single-path, in medium and high SNR, power
loss measures l̄ ≈ 10−2 can be achieved. As this comparison

neglects extensive scheduling/orchestration of several UEs
for the reference scheme of exhaustive search, we can safely
promote using FDB at BSs to speed-up the beam alignment
in mmWave communication. The additional hardware expense
for a passive true time delay network, which is capable of
producing a frequency/angular sweep implemented by time
delays that are multiples of the Nyquist sampling interval, is
negligible in comparison to the ease of orchestrating several
UEs in field and testing all beamformers simultaneously. Still,
further investigations are needed to improve time-efficiency
and to reduce the expected relative power losses in presence
of strong multi-path or pure non-line of sight conditions.
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